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We are really pleased you have a copy of our new CONCORD complete catalogue for the 2016 / 17 season.
In this edition, we would like to pass on all sales-related information on tour new VARIO XT-5 product 
so as to enthuse you about this innovative Group I / II / III seat with its smart size-adjustment facility.

In addition, on the following pages you’ll be given an interesting insight into the topics 
“How is the CONCORD collection created?” and “What distinguishes the CONCORD design language?” 

With this range of topics, we intend once again to share with you some of the interesting aspects of 
the CONCORD brand – aspects that go beyond mere facts, figures and data.

Happy reading!

WELCOME TO 
OUR WORLD



NEW



The new, easy-to-operate VARIO XT-5 Group I / II / III 
seat offers children and their parents safety that 
keeps pace with the child’s growth, for up to 11 years 
of useful product life. The VARIO XT-5 combines 
all the features of an outstanding Group 1 and Group 
II / III seat in a new and especially user-friendly way. 
For use in Group 1, the VARIO XT-5 includes a safe 
and comfortable five-point harness system and 
an innovative smart seat height adjustment facility. 
The long, softly upholstered leg rest provides comfort 
for lit tle ones’ legs. The sit ting or reclining position 
(PROCOMFORT SYSTEM) can easily be adjusted with 
the help of an easy-to-use and readily accessible 
rotary knob. As our only Group I / II / III car seat, the 
VARIO XT-5 makes it possible to modify the seat 
height for use in Group I or Group II / III as 
appropriate.

–
FROM 
GROUP I 
UP TO 
GROUP 
II / III
– 
PLENTY 
OF COMFORT 
FOR 
CHILDREN 
AND PARENTS 
ALIKE

The intelligent VARIOSIZE SYSTEM for straight 
forward size adjustment in Group 2/3 is linked to the 
seat height adaptation facility for Group I to provide 
maximum safety and comfort for both parents 
and their children. Specifically, the adjustment of 
the headrest and shoulder protectors is 
automatically blocked until the seat is set at its lowest 
level, indicating that a move from Group I to Group 
II / III is required. This innovative and intelligent 
feature represents a fundamentally new product 
advance and prevents the risk of incorrect use when 
switching from Group I to Group II / III. 
The height of the headrest plus the height and width 
of the shoulder protectors can be simultaneously 
and smoothly adjusted at the touch of a button with 
pneumatic assistance. The excellent air circulation 
ensures extra comfort, particularly in the lower part 
of the backrest.

Integrated five-point belt system 
for Group i that is easy to operate, 
modify and store (for Group II / III)

Includes all the features 
of an outstanding Group I 
and Group II / III seat 



– 
OUR 
SIMPLEST 
AND 
SAFEST 
YET 
–

The VARIO XT-5 incorporates superb energy 
management qualities, innovative cushioning 
materials and a perfect ergonomic belt geometry 
system. Thanks to its wrap-around steel frame 
(LIGHT WEIGHT PROTECTION FRAME) and 
its multifunctional shell that grows with the child, 
the VARIO XT-5 achieves outstanding results 
in all crash test scenarios.

A further contribution to safety is made by 
the intuitive seatbelt guide system (Group II / III), 
with automatically locking buckle and the 
product’s easily understandable and readily 
accessible controls.

The seat is attached to the vehicle by means 
of the Isofix system and a top-tether fastening. 
A clear red-green marking on both Isofix 
connectors, together with a tightness indicator 
for the top-tether fastening, provides visual 
support for the correct fitting.



– 
CAST-IRON 
SAFETY 
–

As a retailer of high-quality child safety products, 
you’ve probably been following the history of the 
CONCORD brand for many years now. Our aim has 
always been to develop car seats that offer maximum 
safety, are customer-friendly and are characterised 
by distinctive design features. CONCORD’s product 
designs incorporate simplicity, clarity, modernity 
and functionality. They also stand for consistently 
designed controls and features, high-quality materials 
and cover collections that are updated every year in 
line with the latest trends. 

The uniform positioning of our brand logos and 
product graphics is the final element in the 
sophisticated appearance of our product family.

CONCORD is an experienced and innovative 
full-range supplier in the field of child safety products. 
With us as your partner, you’ll have access to a 
complete range of top-of-the-range children’s car 
seats that are emotionally appealing and clearly 
recognisable, that conform with all standards and 
classifications, and that will win over your customers 
too.

Design sketch of the new 
VARIO XT-5 Group I / II / III seat.

THE 
CONCORD 
DESIGN 
LANGUAGE



The development of children’s car seats also has an emotional dimension – something that’s illustrated particularly 
clearly by our annually updated collection of covers. On the following pages we provide you with a fascinating 

insight into the words of colours, trends, textiles and the way they are processed, from the time they are developed 
by experts until they are assembled on the production line. Prepare to be surprised!

INSIGHTS 
OUR 2016 / 17 
COLLECTION



CONCORD children’s products are distinguished by 
the unique design of their textiles. Whether cosy 
and softly padded or tough and stain-resistant, 
an examination of our fabrics will show that our use 
of textiles is carried through our entire product 
range. For a fabric even to be considered for use in 
a cover or lining of a CONCORD product, it must – 
aside from any colour considerations – fulfil a wide 
variety of international and in-house requirements.

Our textile designers keep constant track of new 
developments in the field of functional textiles, 
observing for example how they are also used in 
the sports and outdoor sectors. The challenge when 
specifying the textiles that can be used lies in 
identifying the appropriate fabrics and structures for 
the wide range of application areas involved. 
Considering a collection overall, the aim is to ensure 
that the soft, well-padded headrests of a car seat 
create a coherent image with the watertight cover of 
a buggy and the comfortable straps of a baby carrier. 
Needless to say, they also need to comply with all 
applicable standards in terms of top-quality material 
characteristics, automated processing and user 
safety. With a CONCORD product, parents are paying 
for verified safety and carefully considered design – 
even with regard to the fabrics used.

– 
THE 
FABRIC...  
– 
...OF OUR 
DREAMS

For us at CONCORD, words and phrases like Toffee, 
Sweet Berry and Deep Water conjure up images 
and colours – qualities that could never be captured 
by a mere reference number... This is the reason 
why the CONCORD collection uses these stimulating, 
more meaningful names for its colour options.

Our annually updated collection colours are aligned 
with the international trends that are visible in our 
distribution partner countries. Trade shows, trend-
tracking websites and research across the fields of 
art, fashion, interior design, sport and outdoor leisure 
all feed into the ongoing work involved in designing 
our newest CONCORD collection. In this way, 
we ensure that our products fit perfectly with the 
modern lifestyles of young families around the world.

To complete the high-quality overall appearance of 
a particular product, we also take care to select 
the most appropriate accents in the form of labels, 
decorative stitching, pat terns, eyelets, embroidery 
and zip fasteners. Our designers, in fact, have a 
real eye for detail – as they should!

Only be perfectly harmonising every 
single component can we create the 
perfect final product.

– 
A FEEL 
FOR 
COLOUR  
– 
DOWN 
TO THE 
SMALLEST 
DETAIL



When you’re looking for a pattern for clothing, 
of course,you can draw on any number of guides and 
templates from magazines or the Internet. When we 
design a cover for a children’s car seat or pushchair, 
however, things are quite different – as it’s a task 
requiring specific knowledge, painstakingly acquired 
experience and a heap of creativity. The design of 
a three-dimensional textile product nowadays involves 
a mixture of solid craftsmanship skills and high-tech 
production technology.

In particular, the placement of the seams can make 
a real dif ference to the effectiveness of the entire 
product. For example, we can give a product a larger, 
smaller, narrower or sportier appearance and 
thereby significantly influence and reinforce the 
design.

A particularly important aspect is the role played 
by the cover in the safety of a product. This point is 
often neglected if, for instance, parents use 
covers they’ve sewn themselves for their children’s 
car seats. Only an original cover will fulfil all of the 
required aspects with regard to safety and comfort. 
Furthermore, of course, such a cover will be easy 
to clean and, if necessary, simple to replace.

– 
DESIGNED 
BY 
EXPERTS  
– 
FOR 
ASSEMBLY-LINE 
PRODUCTION

The manual tools used by 
our cutting technician.

Cover patterns on the bar – this is 
what the individual sections of the 
new VARIO XT-5’s cover look like.



AT THE END OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, 
WE ACHIEVE THE PERFECT 
COMBINATION OF SAFETY 
FEATURES, FUNCTIONALITY 
AND EMOTIONAL APPEAL!
The new VARIO XT-5. 
Groups I, II and III – our simplest and safest yet.
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A BRAND THAT SETS STANDARDS: 
SAFETY AND DESIGN SINCE 1978.

Established 38 years ago, the CONCORD brand has 
become one of Europe’s longest established and most 
prestigious suppliers of children’s equipment. 
Since embarking on its story of success back in 1978, 
CONCORD has developed into a market leader and 
a driver of innovation for safety-related products in 
Germany and Europe.

As a supplier of systems, the CONCORD brand has been 
supporting young families right from their very first trip 
with their newborn baby. We attach great importance 
in the development process to ensuring that our 
products can be combined with one another as required. 
With our TRAVEL SYSTEM for buggies and car seats, 
CONCORD offers an individually customisable range of 
products for every life situation.

Research is treated as a top priority across the whole 
company. With regard to the inclusion of innovative 
materials or design solutions in order to increase 
the safety of a product, CONCORD can claim to have 
occupied a pioneering role for several years as a driver 
of innovation. All of CONCORD’s products are developed 
and designed in Germany. At our in-house crash facility,
one of the most modern in the whole of Europe, 
our children’s car seats are comprehensively put through 
their paces. 

Furthermore, CONCORD products are distinguished not 
just by their ability to hold their value but also their 
carefully devised functionality and high-quality design. 
These high standards set by our newly developed 
products are demonstrated year after year in all of the 
major consumer tests and design competitions. 
Why not find out for yourself? In our extensive range 
of car seats (our DRIVING category), pushchairs 
(MOVING category) and household accessories (LIVING 
category), parents will find all the clever and functional 
everyday aids that fit their family’s particular lifestyle.

We hope you enjoy browsing through our complete 
2016 / 17 season catalogue.



PRODUCT 
RANGE

2016 / 17



MY NEW 
FAVOURITE 

SEAT!



SAFETY IN TOP FORM
CONCORD child car seats

DRIVING
Child safety
in vehicles

FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY, HIGH LEVELS OF COMFORT, AND OPTIMUM 

EASE OF USE. WHEN IT COMES TO CHILDREN’S CAR SEATS, WE DEMAND 

THE VERY BEST. TOP QUALITY AND CLOSE TO 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

ARE COMBINED IN INNOVATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS AND EXTRAORDINARY 

DESIGN. THE CONCORD DRIVING PRODUCT RANGE: SAFE, MODERN, 

ROBUST AND HIGH-QUALITY CAR SEATS FOR ALL AGE GROUPS AND 

PERMISSION LEVELS: SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW GOOD THEY ARE!

When they buy CONCORD PRODUCTS, parents are paying 
for verified safety – including in terms of their outstanding 
material properties. The production, composition and safety 
of all materials used in CONCORD car seats, pushchairs and 
lifestyle products are continually tested and confirmed both 
internally and by independent testing institutes (for example, 
by Germany’s “Stiftung Warentest” consumer organisation).

VERIFIED QUALITY
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TRANSFORMER T AIR.SAFE REVERSO TRANSFORMER XT AIR.SAFE WANDERER REVERSO

TRANSFORMER T AIR.SAFE TRANSFORMER 
PRO

TRANSFORMER 
XT-PRO

REVERSO.PLUS

I-SIZE

I-SIZE

With its complete, universal seat system, CONCORD  
has the right car seat for children of every age group. 
Each one of our car seat models is ergonomically 
designed to suit each respective stage of growth and 
development. Our seats will accompany your child in 
safety and comfort – from birth to 12 years old.

THE CONCORD SYSTEM
– THE RIGHT SEAT 

FOR EVERY AGE

CHILD SEAT SEAT GROUP 0+ SEAT GROUP I SEAT GROUP II / III

AIR.SAFE

up to approx. 13 kg
up to approx. 18 months

REVERSO.PLUS
i-Size

from approx. 40 
up to 105 cm

ULTIMAX I-SIZE
i-Size, 40 cm up to 105 cm 

from approx. 3 months
up to approx. 4 years

ABSORBER XT
from approx. 9 up to 18 kg

from approx. 9 months
up to approx. 4 years

VARIO XT-5
from approx. 9 up to 36 kg

from approx. 9 months
up to approx. 12 years

TRANSFORMER PRO
from approx. 9 up to 36 kg

from approx. 9 months
up to approx. 12 years

TRANSFORMER XT-PRO
from approx. 9 up to 36 kg

from approx. 9 months
up to approx. 12 years

TRANSFORMER X-BAG
from approx. 15 up to 36 kg

from approx. 3 years
up to approx. 12 years

TRANSFORMER T
from approx. 15 up to 36 kg

from approx. 3 years
up to approx. 12 years

TRANSFORMER XT
from approx. 15 up to 36 kg

from approx. 3 years
up to approx. 12 years

AWARD- WINNER 
CONCORD awards for safety, user-friendliness and design

DRIVING
Seat system 

Awards

NEW
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DRIVING
Vario XT-5

VARIO XT-5
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

An easy-to-operate Group I, II, III seat with a smart 
size-adjustment facility to keep pace with your child’s 
growth and a five-point harness system for Group I. 
The adjustment of the headrest and shoulder protectors 
is automatically blocked until the seat is set at its 
lowest level, indicating that a move from Group I to 
Group II / III is required.

GROUPS I, II AND III – 
OUR SIMPLEST 

AND SAFEST YET

NEW

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM
the smart size adaptation system, 
coupled with the seat height 
adjustment facility, prevents incorrect 
product use when moving from 
Group I to Group II / III. Headrest 
height as well as shoulder protector 
height and width continuously and 
simultaneously adjustable at the 
touch of a button, pneumatically 
supported

GOOD AIR CIRCULATION
particularly in the lower part of 
the backrest

MAXIMUM SAFETY
thanks to excellent energy manage- 
ment, innovative cushioning materials 
and a perfect ergonomic belt geometry 
system

EASY ADJUSTMENT OF THE 
SEAT HEIGHT 
from Group I to Group II / III using a 
handwheel. Coupled with smart size 
adaptation

FIVE-POINT BELT SYSTEM 
(GROUP I) 
easy to operate and adjust

ISOFIX AND TOP-TETHER 
fastening

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers 
and makes it easy attach the Isofix 
connectors to the vehicle. 
Not absolutely necessary for fitting
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DRIVING
Vario XT-5

Flaming Red / VAR0988

Deep Water Blue / VAR0986

Steel Grey / VAR0984Cosmic Black / VAR0983

Powder Beige / VAR0990 Honey Mustard / VAR0991

Sweet Berry / VAR0987

Arctic Aqua / VAR0985

Toffee Brown / VAR0989
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DRIVING
Reverso.Plus

PLUSTEST

REVERSO.PLUS
i-Size / Height: up to 105 cm / Age: up to approx. 4 years  

Extremely easy to handle and suitable for children from 
birth to a height of 105 cm. This rearward seat fulfils the 
new European i-Size standard and provides the highest 
standards of safety with minimal weight. 

THE REARWARD INNOVATION:  
EXTREMELY SAFE, EXTRA LIGHT

LIGHT WEIGHT PROTECTION 
FRAME
maximum safety with minimal 
weight thanks to aluminium frames 
and multifunctional inner shell

PURE USER COMFORT
easy adjustment of the seat size or 
lying position via easily accessible 
rotating wheels (PROCOMFORT 
SYSTEM)

COMFORTABLE CONDITIONS
particularly large louvres in the rear 
seat area for optimal air circulation

AUTOMATIC INSTALLATION 
ASSISTANCE
cushioned foot plate with automatic 
adjustment to the vehicle seat

SEAT INSERT FOR INFANTS
included

SEAT INSERT FOR NEWBORNS
included

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers 
and makes it easy attach the Isofix 
connectors to the vehicle. 
Not absolutely necessary for fitting
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DRIVING
Reverso.Plus

Flaming Red / REV0988

Steel Grey / REV0984Cosmic Black / REV0983

Powder Beige / REV0990

Deep Water Blue / REV0986

Sweet Berry / REV0987Arctic Aqua / REV0985
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DRIVING
Air.Safe

AIR.SAFE
Group: 0+ / Age: up to 18 months / Weight of child: up to 13 kg

The CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby car seat combines maxi-
mum safety with minimum weight. It weighs only 2.9 kg*, 
so parents can effortlessly carry and transfer it from the 
car to the buggy.

* Weight without seat reducer and sun canopy

THE LIGHTEST BABY  
CAR SEAT OF ITS KIND

SIMPLE HEADREST HEIGHT 
ADJUSTMENT
strap adjusts and adapts automatically

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUTTON 
for easy carrying handle adjustment 
and TRAVEL SYSTEM release

ISOFIX-BASE AIRFIX 
safely and firmly secures the
CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby car seat
to the car’s Isofix system

3-POINT BELT SYSTEM
for keeping the child secure

REVERSIBLE PADDED 
SEAT LINER
includes removable support wedge

ADAPTER CLIP / AIR.SAFE 
a CLIP / AIR.SAFE adapter allows the 
CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby car seat to 
be attached to Maxi-Cosi anchor
points

INNOVATIVE AND LIGHT
two components: protective interior 
construction and strong outer shell

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
IN A SET! 

(FROM PAGE 62)
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DRIVING
Air.Safe

* Not available in the UK

Steel Grey / AIC0984BSCosmic Black / AIC0983BS

Powder Beige / AIC0990BSDeep Water Blue / AIC0986*

Flaming Red / AIC0988BS

Toffee Brown / AIC0989*
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DRIVING
Ultimax i-Size

ULTIMAX I-SIZE
i-Size / Height: 40 cm up to 105 cm / Age: approx. 3 months up to approx. 4 years  

The ULTIMAX I-SIZE child car seat is fitted 
with an Isofix platform to ensure simple and secure 
anchoring in the vehicle. The seat can be used 
in both forward-facing and rear-facing positions, 
making it a GROUP 0+ baby car seat and GROUP I  
child seat in one.

COMBINES VERSATILITY
WITH SAFETY ON THE ROAD

SEAT IS EASY TO DETACH
can be placed on the Isofix platform 
in either direction

HEADREST WITH HEIGHT  
ADJUSTMENT TO 6 POSITIONS
strap height adapts automatically

ISOFIX ATTACHMENT:
isofix connectors can be extended
and retracted using a hand- wheel

INCLUDED  
seat insert

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
sitting or reclining position can be 
adjusted from the front with one hand,
even when the seat is fitted to face 
backwards
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DRIVING
Ultimax i-Size

Arctic Aqua / UMI0985

Steel Grey / UMI0984Cosmic Black / UMI0983

Deep Water Blue / UMI0986

Sweet Berry / UMI0987

Powder Beige / UMI0990Flaming Red / UMI0988
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DRIVING
Absorber XT

ABSORBER XT
Group: I / Age: 9 month up to 4 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 18 kg

Step and recessed grips help the child climb in and 
out unaided. The comfortable leg rest provides relaxed 
reclining with legs outstretched.

THE SEAT THAT GIVES
CHILDREN INDEPENDENCE

WITH THE ISOFIX SYSTEM 
AND EXTRA 3-POINT BELT 
SYSTEM
for simple and secure fastening 
inside the vehicle

HEADREST
adjustable to 5 heights and automatic 
width adjustment

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
sitting / reclining angle adjustable 
to 5 positions using a lever

PRESSURE INDICATOR
to ensure safe positioning of 
the support leg

LEG REST AND STEP
for easy access and a comfortable ride
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DRIVING
Absorber XT

THERMAL INSERT COOLY  
For a pleasant and comfortable 
ride, even on hot days. Available  

to fit CONCORD AIR.SAFE, 
REVERSO.PLUS, ULTIMAX I-SIZE, 
ABSORBER XT, VARIO XT-5 and  

the TRANSFORMER series.

Cosmic Black / AB0983TF Steel Grey / AB0984TF

Arctic Aqua / AB0985TFWhite / CLAB0038
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DRIVING
Transformer Pro

TRANSFORMER PRO
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

In terms of safety, the TRANSFORMER PRO corresponds 
in respect of all its safety features to the TRANSFORMER T 
(see pages 42/43). The seat can even be used for a child 
from the age of 9 months with the impact body, without it 
the seat is suitable for children up to 12 years.

SUITABLE EVEN FOR
THE TINIEST TOTS

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM
headrest height as well as shoulder 
protector height and width continuously 
and simultaneously adjustable at the 
touch of a button

COMFORTABLE HEADREST
wide, open field of view; perfect angle 
for leaning on, resting and dozing

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT 
PROTECTION
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

SOFTLY CUSHIONED SEAT AREA
with high-quality foam padding

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press 
of a button
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DRIVING
Transformer XT-Pro

TRANSFORMER XT-PRO
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

The TRANSFORMER XT-PRO is equivalent to the  
TRANSFORMER XT in all its safety and comfort  
features (see pages 46/47). The seat can even be  
used for a child from the age of 9 months with the 
impact body, without it the seat is suitable for  
children up to 12 years.

FULLY EQUIPPED FOR CHILDREN
FROM 9 MONTHS OLD

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM
headrest height as well as shoulder 
protector height and width continuously 
and simultaneously adjustable at the 
touch of a button

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
continuously variable sit / recline 
adjustment at the touch of a button, 
pneumatically supported

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT 
PROTECTION
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

SOFTLY CUSHIONED SEAT AREA
with high-quality foam padding

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press 
of a button

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers 
and makes it easy attach the Isofix 
connectors to the vehicle. 
Not absolutely necessary for fitting
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TRANSFORMER PRO TRANSFORMER XT-PRO

DRIVING
Transformer Pro 

Transformer XT-Pro

Tomato Red / TFM0975P Tomato Red / TFM0975TFP

Midnight Black / TFM0971P Graphite Grey / TFM0972P

Walnut Brown / TFM0974P

Midnight Black / TFM0971TFP Graphite Grey / TFM0972TFP

Walnut Brown / TFM0974TFP
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DRIVING
Transformer X-Bag

TRANSFORMER X-BAG
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

The CONCORD TRANSFORMER X-BAG has everything 
that distinguishes the TRANSFORMER safety concept. 
Equipped with integrated side bolsters and with three 
cushioning layers, the seat offers optimum side-impact 
protection.

SAFETY –
MADE SIMPLE

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT 
PROTECTION
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM
strap system, with Isofix attachments 
for safe anchoring in the vehicle

COMFORTABLE HEADREST
wide, open field of view; perfect angle 
for leaning on, resting and dozing

STEPSIZE SYSTEM
height of the headrest and height 
and width of the shoulder protectors 
can be finely adjusted in 20 steps

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press 
of a button
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DRIVING
Transformer X-Bag

Tomato Red / TFM0975XB

Cool Beige / TFM0973XB

Graphite Grey / TFM0972XBMidnight Black / TFM0971XB

Jungle Green / TFM0978XB Sweet Curry / TFM0979XB

Walnut Brown / TFM0974XB

Ocean Blue / TFM0977XB

Rose Pink / TFM0976XB
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DRIVING
Transformer T

TRANSFORMER T
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

Closed shell shape for seamless side impact protection. 
The seat has continuously variable seat adjustment to 
the child’s size by means of a pneumatic spring.

SAFETY THAT GROWS WITH THE
CHILD AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT 
PROTECTION
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM
strap system, with Isofix attachments 
for safe anchoring in the vehicle

SOFTLY CUSHIONED SEAT AREA
with high-quality foam padding

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM
headrest height as well as shoulder 
protector height and width continuously 
and simultaneously adjustable at the 
touch of a button

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press
of a button
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DRIVING
Transformer T

Tomato Red / TFM0975T

Cool Beige / TFM0973T

Graphite Grey / TFM0972TMidnight Black / TFM0971T

Jungle Green / TFM0978T Sweet Curry / TFM0979T

Walnut Brown / TFM0974T

Rose Pink / TFM0976T

Ocean Blue / TFM0977T
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DRIVING
Transformer XT

TRANSFORMER XT
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

Closed shell shape for seamless side-impact  
protec tion; all main functions, including the seat  
and recline angle, adjustable at the touch of  
a button by means of a pneumatic spring.

SAFETY WITH THE HIGHEST DEGREE
OF SIMPLICITY AND COMFORT

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT 
PROTECTION
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM
for safe anchoring in the vehicle, 
TWINFIX connectors extend at the 
touch of a button

VARIOSIZE AND PROCOMFORT 
SYSTEM
headrest height, height and width of 
shoulder protectors and seat / recliner 
angle continuously variable at the touch 
of a button, pneumatically supported

SOFTLY CUSHIONED SEAT AREA
with high-quality foam padding

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press 
of a button

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers 
and makes it easy attach the Isofix 
connectors to the vehicle. 
Not absolutely necessary for fitting
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DRIVING
Transformer XT

Tomato Red / TFM0975TFWalnut Brown  / TFM0974TF

Cool Beige / TFM0973TFMidnight Black / TFM0971TF

Jungle Green / TFM0978TF Sweet Curry / TFM0979TFRose Pink / TFM0976TF

Graphite Grey  / TFM0972TF

Ocean Blue / TFM0977TF
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ISOFIX-BASE AIRFIX 
Safely and firmly secures the 
CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby 
car seat to the car’s Isofix 

system.

THERMAL INSERT COOLY  
For a pleasant and comfortable 
ride, even on hot days. Available  

to fit CONCORD AIR.SAFE, 
REVERSO.PLUS, ULTIMAX I-SIZE, 
ABSORBER XT, VARIO XT-5 and  

the TRANSFORMER series.

ADAPTER CLIP / AIR.SAFE 
A CLIP / AIR.SAFE adapter allows 
the CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby car 
seat to be attached to Maxi-Cosi 

anchor points.

NECK ROLL LUNA 
The LUNA neck roll supports

baby’s head and neck for
a fully relaxed sleep while

travelling.

SLEEPING BAG HUG / DRIVING  
The matching accessory for
CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby

car seat: the HUG / DRIVING
sleeping bag keeps your baby
nice and warm even on cold

winter days.

CUDDLY PONCHO BLANKET 
For cosily comfortable seating, 

even on cold days.

RAIN COVER MONSOON 
Made of solid, transparent film.

Easily attached to the CONCORD
AIR.SAFE baby car seat.

SHIELD PROTECTIVE MAT 
The protective mat protects

your vehicle seat from wear and 
tear and dirt and is suitable for all 

CONCORD child car seats. 

ACCESSORIES
Driving

DRIVING
Accessories

SEATCOVER SHIELD 
STP0001

COOLY / AIR.SAFE 
CLAI0038 

COOLY / ABSORBER XT 
CLAB0038

COOLY / REVERSO.PLUS 
CLRV0038

COOLY / ULTIMAX I-SIZE 
CLUM0038

COOLY / VARIO XT-5 
CLVA0038

COOLY / TRANSFORMER  
CLTF0038

ISOFIX-BASE AIRFIX 
AIB0002

Cosmic Black
HDV0983

Raven Black
PCH0961

Toffee Brown
HDV0989

Almond Beige                  
PCH0964

Powder Beige 
HDV0990 

Raspberry Pink                 
PCH0967

MONSOON 
MS00001

ADAPTER CLIP / AIR.SAFE  
CON0002

Toffee Brown
LU0989

Powder Beige 
LU0990 

Cosmic Black
LU0983



MY VERY 
FAVOURITE 

CAR!



Thanks to the comfortable, integrated TRAVEL SYSTEM 
(TS) adapters, the CONCORD CAMINO and CONCORD 
NEO buggies can be individually equipped with further 
attachments. Compatible TRAVEL SYSTEM components 
include the AIR.SAFE baby car seat, the SLEEPER 2.0 
carrycot and the SCOUT folding carrycot.

THE CONCORD TRAVEL 
SYSTEM FOR MAXIMUM 
FLEXIBILITY

MOBILITY WITHOUT LIMITS
CONCORD buggies and system sets

MOVING
Buggies and sets

AS A SUPPLIER OF SYSTEMS, CONCORD SUPPORTS YOUNG FAMILIES 

RIGHT FROM THEIR VERY FIRST TRIP WITH THEIR NEWBORN BABY. 

A CONCORD BUGGY OR STROLLER IS YOUR MODERN AND VERSATILE 

COMPANION FOR ALL THE LIFE ADVENTURES – BIG OR SMALL – 

THAT YOU SHARE WITH YOUR CHILDREN. THANKS TO THEIR TRAVEL 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND THE VARIETY OF ACCESSORIES, 

CONCORD BUGGIES CAN BE ADAPTED TO MEET THE SPECIFIC NEEDS 

OF EVERY FAMILY AND EVERY CHILD. WHETHER A ROBUST SOLUTION 

WITH TOUGH SUSPENSION IS NEEDED OR SOMETHING LIGHT AND 

MANOEUVRABLE, THE CONCORD MOVING RANGE INCLUDES OPTIONS 

TO SUIT JUST ABOUT ANY REQUIREMENT.
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SNUG HUG SUNSHINE

SHOPPER SUNNY SLIDERMOSQUITO IGLOO LIQUID

COCOON SNUGGLE

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
All TRAVEL SYSTEM components and accessories at a glance

SCOUT
Folding carrycot

CAMINO
System buggy

SLEEPER 2.0
Carrycot

NEO
System buggy

AIR.SAFE
Baby car seat
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MOVING
System components
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MOVING
Camino

CAMINO
Weight: 13.5 kg / Not including seat unit: 9.5 kg / Dimensions when open: 104 x 60 x 107 cm / Folding dimensions: 69 x 50 x 39 cm

THE BUGGY THAT WILL GO
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

The CONCORD CAMINO all-round buggy will go wherever 
you go, including off-road. It features special off-road 
spring suspension, a high-quality aluminium frame, a long,
adjustable back section for comfortable sitting and relaxed 
lying; small when folded up. 

NEW
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MOVING
Camino

CENTRAL SWIVEL JOINT
practical and compact when folded 
– ideal for taking away with you

VERY LARGE SUN CANOPY WITH 
VENTILATION
handle height and angle can be adjusted

SEAT
can be used both front- and rear-facing

The CONCORD CAMINO buggy comes 
with a rain cover and an awning as 
standard.

REAR WHEEL SUSPENSION 
elastomer suspension absorbs vibrations 
and smooth out bumps

LARGE REFLECTORS 
for good visibility in traffic

QUICKLOCK SYSTEM 
for easy release of the front wheels

Deep Water Blue / CA0986BS

Cosmic Black / CA0983BS           Steel Grey / CA0984BS

Powder Beige / CA0990BS
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CAMINO TRAVEL-SET

MOVING
Camino Travel-Set

THE CAMINO BUGGY
The set contains practical accessories
as standard: with a rain cover and an 

awning, you’re equipped for all weather.

BABY CAR SEAT AIR.SAFE
With the TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter, the AIR.SAFE 
baby car seat can be attached to the CONCORD
CAMINO buggy in a single operation. Its low 
weight of only 2.9 kg means it can be carried and 
transferred from car to buggy effortlessly.

CARRYCOT SLEEPER 2.0
The stable SLEEPER 2.0 carrycot is easily and 
quickly attached to the CONCORD CAMINO 
buggy. It is also certified for use across the
back seat of a car (group 0 / 0 – 9 months).

NO LIMITS
TO YOUR MOBILITY

Steel Grey / CASL0984BS

Powder Beige / CASL0990BSDeep Water Blue / CASL0986BS

Cosmic Black / CASL0983BS
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CAMINO MOBILITY-SET

MOVING
Camino Mobility-Set

THE CAMINO BUGGY
The set contains practical accessories
as standard: with a rain cover and an 

awning, you’re equipped for all weather.

BABY CAR SEAT AIR.SAFE
With the TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter, the AIR.SAFE 
baby car seat can be attached to the CONCORD
CAMINO buggy in a single operation. Its low 
weight of only 2.9 kg means it can be carried and 
transferred from car to buggy effortlessly.

FOLDING CARRYCOT SCOUT
The SCOUT folding carrycot turns the CONCORD 
CAMINO buggy into a pushchair. Its central hinge 
means it can be folded up extremely small; baby 
enjoys maximum comfort and well-being – 
at home and on the move.

FLEXIBLE
IN ALL SITUATIONS

Steel Grey / CASC0984BS

Powder Beige / CASC0990BSDeep Water Blue / CASC0986BS

Cosmic Black / CASC0983BS
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MOVING
Neo

NEO
Weight: 13.8 kg / Not including seat unit: 10.0 kg / Dimensions when open: 95 x 61 x 110 cm / Folding dimensions: 74 x 61 x 39 cm

Sporty buggy with sophisticated chassis for perfect 
road holding and high manoeuvrability; extremely small 
dimensions when folded and easy to transport.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY,
PURE DESIGN
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MOVING
Neo

HIGH SITTING POSITION
also suitable for use on a table

SENSITIVE PARALLELOGRAM 
SUSPENSION
absorbs even the tiniest vibrations

TRAVEL SYSTEM-ADAPTER
enables the seat and TS components 
to be changed easily and quickly

PARKING BRAKE ON HANDLE
easy, one-hand operation

The CONCORD NEO buggy comes 
with a rain cover and an awning as 
standard.

ZIP 
for third canopy position for extra 
protection against the sun

* Not available in the UK

Steel Grey / NE0984BS

Flaming Red / NE0988BS

Powder Beige / NE0990BS

Cosmic Black / NE0983BS

Deep Water Blue / NE0986*

Toffee Brown / NE0989*
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NEO TRAVEL-SET

MOVING
Neo Travel-Set

THE NEO BUGGY
The set contains practical accessories
as standard: with a rain cover and an 

awning, you’re equipped for all weather.

BABY CAR SEAT AIR.SAFE
With the TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter, the AIR.SAFE 
baby car seat can be attached to the CONCORD
NEO buggy in a single operation. Its low weight  
of only 2.9 kg means it can be carried and  
transferred from car to buggy effortlessly.

CARRYCOT SLEEPER 2.0
The stable SLEEPER 2.0 carrycot is easily and 
quickly attached to the CONCORD NEO buggy.  
It is also certified for use across the back seat  
of a car (group 0 / 0 – 9 months).

EQUIPPED
FOR ALL ACTIVITIES

* Not available in the UK

Steel Grey / NASL0984BS

Flaming Red / NASL0988BS

Powder Beige / NASL0990BS

Deep Water Blue / NASL0986*

Toffee Brown / NASL0989*

Cosmic Black / NASL0983BS
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NEO MOBILITY-SET

MOVING
Neo Mobility-Set

THE NEO BUGGY
The set contains practical accessories
as standard: with a rain cover and an 

awning, you’re equipped for all weather.

BABY CAR SEAT AIR.SAFE
With the TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter, the AIR.SAFE 
baby car seat can be attached to the CONCORD
NEO buggy in a single operation. Its low weight  
of only 2.9 kg means it can be carried and  
transferred from car to buggy effortlessly.

FOLDING CARRYCOT SCOUT
The SCOUT folding carrycot turns the CONCORD 
NEO buggy into a pushchair. Its central hinge 
means it can be folded up extremely small; 
baby enjoys maximum comfort and well-being – 
at home and on the move.

VERSATILE
AND COMPACT

* Not available in the UK

Steel Grey / NASC0984BS

Flaming Red / NASC0988BS

Powder Beige / NASC0990BS

Deep Water Blue / NASC0986*

Toffee Brown / NASC0989*

Cosmic Black / NASC0983BS
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MOVING
Quix.Plus

Compact and comfortable – the innovative CONCORD 
QUIX.PLUS is the first buggy to combine both advantages. 
It is narrow and manoeuvrable even in the smallest of 
spaces; thanks to its spacious seat and its extra-long 
backrest, it provides the child with a great deal of seating 
comfort.

QUIX.PLUS
Weight: 9 kg / Dimensions when open: 77 x 49 x 105 cm / Folding dimensions: 26 x 36 x 102 cm

MINI OUTSIDE
MAXI INSIDE
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MOVING
Quix.Plus

REMOVABLE HANDLE COVER
for mini-vase or small container 
(supplied)

WHEELS AND RIMS
with a sporty look

The buggy comes with a rain cover.

LARGE SUN CANOPY
extra fold-out section, three-way 
adjustable and removable

HANDBRAKE
simple to operate and to be released 
again

FRONT BAR 
for even more comfort and safety 

Walnut Brown / QXE0974BSMidnight Black / QXE0971BS

Cool Beige / QXE0973BS Sweet Curry / QXE0979BS
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MOVING
Scout

The SCOUT folding carrycot turns the  
buggy into a pushchair. Its central hinge  
means it can be folded up extremely small;  
baby enjoys maximum comfort and  
well-being – at home and on the move.

SCOUT
Weight: 4,7 kg / Dimensions when open: 84 x 45 x 56 cm / Folding dimensions: 48 x 44 x 27 cm

FOLDING CARRYCOT 
FOR BUGGIES

* Not available in the UK

Flaming Red / SC0988BS

Steel Grey / SC0984BSCosmic Black / SC0983BS

Deep Water Blue / SC0986*

Powder Beige / SC0990BSToffee Brown / SC0989*
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MOVING
Sleeper 2.0

SLEEPER 2.0
Group: 0 / Age: up to 9 months

The stable SLEEPER 2.0 carrycot is  
easily and quickly attached to the buggy.  
It is also certified for use across the  
back seat of a car.

CARRYCOT FOR CAR 
AND BUGGY

* Not available in the UK

Flaming Red / SL0988BS

Steel Grey / SL0984BSCosmic Black / SL0983BS

Deep Water Blue / SL0986*  

Powder Beige / SL0990BSToffee Brown / SL0989*
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MOVING
Shopper

SHOPPER
Dimensions: 42 x 42 x 10 cm

NEW

You’ll be convinced of the benefits of the SHOPPER 
changing bag, made from easy-to-clean, hard-wearing 
material – whether attached to the buggy or slung over 
the shoulder during shopping. It will always contain 
everything you need. 
 
INCLUDES
Softly quilted changing mat, a number of rapidly 
accessible subdivisions and closable sections for 
personal items, a large and closable wet compartment, 
a small insulated bag for bottles and drinks, and a 
removable internal bag with many compartments.

THE PERFECT CHANGING BAG: 
LARGE, CLEVER AND 

WELL DESIGNED

Cosmic Black / SHP0983

Powder Beige / SHP0990



CONNECT.2 
CON0009
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PARASOL SUNSHINE
Fits all CONCORD buggies: the

SUNSHINE parasol protects
baby from direct sunshine.

PROTECTIVE COVER
SNUGGLE / MOVING

The practical protective covers
protect the inside of all

CONCORD buggies against
wear and tear and dirt.

Can be used on both sides:
different design for the rear

and front.

SOFT CARRYCOT
SNUG / CAMINO

With the soft carrycot SNUG,
which is suitable for the CONCORD

CAMINO, the buggy turns into
a pram. Easily secured to the  

buggy seat by press studs, light 
and comfortable to use.

AWNING SUNNY
Fits all CONCORD buggies: the
SUNNY awning protects baby

from direct sunshine.

ACCESSORIES
Moving

SLEEPING BAG  
COCOON / MOVING 

This universal sleeping bag keeps 
baby lovely and warm even on cold 

winter days.

SLEEPING BAG  
HUG / MOVING 

This cosy sleeping bag is suitable 
for all CONCORD buggies. 

It is especially easy to affix to the 
CONCORD NEO and CAMINO 

buggies.

MAXI-COSI ADAPTER  
CONNECT.2

The CONNECT.2 adapter makes
it possible to use CONCORD
CAMINO and CONCORD NEO

buggies with any Maxi-Cosi baby
car seat.

NEW NEO SLIDER 
For the CONCORD NEO: easily
attaches to the buggy. Large
tread with grip tape for good

stability; stable and manoeuvrable
double wheel.

HAND-WARMER SET IGLOO 
Can be attached to the hand-rail 

of any CONCORD buggy and keeps 
your hands nice and warm.

INSECT NET MOSQUITO
The mosquito net protects your

child from annoying insects.
Fits all CONCORD buggies.

MOVING
Accessories

CUPHOLDER LIQUID 
The LIQUID universal cup holder 
is extremely easy to attach to all 

CONCORD buggies. 

Cosmic Black 
SNU0983

Toffee Brown 
SNU0989

Powder Beige 
SNU0990

Toffee Brown 
HMO0989

Toffee Brown 
SU0989

Powder Beige 
COC0990

Powder Beige 
HMO0990

Powder Beige 
SU0990

Cosmic Black 
COC0983

Cosmic Black 
HMO0983

Cosmic Black 
SU0983

Toffee Brown 
SNY0989

Powder Beige 
SNY0990

Cosmic Black 
SNY0983

SLIDER  
SLN0001

Midnight Black
IGL0971

Cool Beige
IGL0973

CUPHOLDER 
CUPH0006

MOSQUITO 
MOSQ0009

Toffee Brown 
COC0989

Cosmic Black 
SNG0983

Powder Beige 
SNG0990



WHETHER 
ON HOLIDAY 

OR AT HOME... 
WE LIKE TO 

KEEP THINGS 
SIMPLE!



Contemporary, attractive design is especially important 
in the lifestyle area. High-quality materials and pioneering 
concepts have always been a trademark of CONCORD. 
Our high standards of design and function have made 
CONCORD a leading manufacturer of contemporary, 
high-quality children’s products for many years. 

UNUSUAL DESIGN AND 
FUNCTIONAL FEATURES:

SIMPLY – BEAUTIFUL
CONCORD lifestyle products

CONCORD LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS ARE MADE WITH LOVE. 

THEY SOLVE ALL SORTS OF CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED IN DAILY LIFE 

WITH LITTLE CHILDREN IN INGENIOUS AND CHARMING WAYS. 

AND THEY ALWAYS BLEND STYLISHLY INTO THE WAY YOUNG FAMILIES 

LIVE THEIR LIVES.

LIVING
Lifestyle products
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LIVING
Wallabee

With the WALLABEE baby carrier, you can hold your 
baby close at all times – on either your front or your 
back. Ergonomically designed in line with your baby’s 
anatomy; with a wide shoulder strap and stable 
hip strap to ensure maximum comfort for the wearer.

THE COMFORTABLE
BABY CARRIER

WALLABEE
Weight of child: 3.5 kg to 18 kg / Outer fabric is 100% cotton
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LIVING
Wallabee

WIDE SHOULDER STRAP
with cross-over belt guide to ensure 
optimum weight distribution

NECK BOLSTER AND HEADREST
with the aid of a neck bolster and an 
adjustable headrest, a baby’s sensitive 
neck muscles and head are provided 
optimum protection

USE AS A BACK CARRIER
the back carrier version recommended
for babies aged six months and over 
to lighten the carrier’s back

USE AS A FRONT CARRIER
at the beginning babies should be 
carried in front. This way they feel 
closer to the person carrying them 
and their little heads have better 
protection

Cosmic Black / WL0983 Arctic Aqua / WL0985

Toffee Brown / WL0989 Powder Beige / WL0990
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LIVING
Spin

SPIN
Weight: 6.9 kg / Dimensions when open: 62 – 71 x 51 x 90 – 106 cm / Folding dimensions: 8 x 52 x 59 cm

Ensures the child is always at eye level with adults; the 
central swivel joint means it folds up very small; practical 
functionality in a contemporary design.

THE MOST COMPACT
HIGH CHAIR IN THE WORLD
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LIVING
Spin

CENTRAL SWIVEL JOINT
makes it quick to fold and unfold,  
extremely compact dimensions when 
folded: 8 x 52 x 59 cm

MORE SPACIOUS SEAT AND 
LONGER FOOTREST
greater comfort when sitting even for 
larger children

HIGH-QUALITY COVER
particularly soft padding and washable

ALUMINIUM FRAME
with legs adjustable to 4 heights

LARGER TRAY
more table space for bottles and 
toys, etc.

Powder Beige / SP0990BS

Toffee Brown / SP0989BSCosmic Black / SP0983BS
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LIVING
Lima

LIMA
Weight: 2.3 kg / Dimensions when open: 45 x 31 x 37 cm / Folding dimensions: 48 x 31 x 12 cm

The booster seat is quickly and easily secured to  
any chair in a single operation; light, compact and quick 
to fold up, ideal for taking with you.

THE SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT
BOOSTER SEAT
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LIVING
Lima

EXTREMELY COMPACT  
DIMENSIONS WHEN FOLDED
easy to fold up and easy to transport

LAP STRAP
to keep the child safe

HIGH-QUALITY COVER
particularly soft padding and washable

HIGH-QUALITY, ROBUST 
ALUMINIUM FRAME
seat made of crafted wood

EASILY REMOVABLE TRAY
made of easy-clean plastic

Powder Beige / LI0990BS

Cosmic Black / LI0983BS
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LIVING
Rio

RIO
Weight: 4.1 kg / Dimensions when open: 76 x 49 x 66 cm / Folding dimensions: 73 x 49 x 20 cm

Featuring an elegant design and interesting combination 
of materials. Equipped with three-position seat and 
recliner adjustment; can be folded up to a very compact 
size when not in use.

THE BABY ROCKER FOR
HAPPY, CONTENTED BABIES
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LIVING
Rio

FOLDS UP COMPACTLY
for easy transportation and storage

INTEGRATED INFANT INSERT 
AND STRAP SYSTEM
to hold the baby securely in the rocker

HIGH-QUALITY COVER
particularly soft padding and washable

TOY BAR
for up to four toys

HIGH-QUALITY, ROBUST  
ALUMINIUM FRAME
elegant runners made of crafted wood

Powder Beige / RI0990TBBS

Cosmic Black / RI0983TBBS
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TWIST SPOON
TWIST FORK

LIVING
Twist Spoon  
Twist Fork

The travel spoon and fork are protected  
hygienically in their handles; they are easy  
to put together and to store away again
cleanly after use.

Particularly hygienic
Ergonomic design makes feeding easier
2 length settings
Dishwasher-safe

COLOURFUL 
 PLASTIC CUTLERY 

RedBlue

Orange

Green White

TWIST SPOON / TW00003

TWIST FORK / TWF0003



DETAILS
TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
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Easy adjustment of the seat size or lying 
position (PROCOMFORT SYSTEM) via 
always-accessible rotating wheels

Maximum safety with minimal weight 
thanks to aluminium frames and multi- 
functional inner shell 

Particularly large louvres in the rear 
seat area for optimal air circulation 

REVERSO.PLUS 
i-Size / Height: up to 105 cm / Age: up to approx. 4 years 

Central belt lock position prevents 
child from wriggling out of the shoulder
strap

Seat insert for newborns
included 
 
Seat insert for infants 
included

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

Isofix connectors

Red- green pressure indicator for
correctly positioning the support foot

Height- adjustable support foot with
red-green indicator for correct locking
position

Intelligent red- green indicator for fitting
Isofix correctly on either side

DETAILS
Driving

DRIVING
Details

NEW

VARIO XT-5 
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

Isofix system for simple and secure  
installation in the vehicle, Isofix  
connectors can be extended and  
retracted comfortably from the front  
using a handwheel

Maximum safety thanks to excellent energy 
management, innovative cushioning 
materials and a perfect ergonomic belt 
geometry system

Good air circulation particularly in the 
lower part of the backrest

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM smart size adaptation, 
coupled with seat height adjustment. 
Headrest height as well as shoulder 
protector height and width continuously 
and simultaneously adjustable at the touch 
of a button, pneumatically supported

Five-point belt system (Group I):
easy to operate and adjust

Red-green indicators for correct Isofix 
fitting on both sides

Intuitive guide system for vehicle seatbelts 
(Group II/III)

Isofix and top-tether fastening

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
Easy adjustment of sitting or 
reclining position by rotary knob

Long, ergonomically optimised leg 
rest for comfortable sitting

Easy adjustment of the seat height
from Group I to Group II / III using 
a handwheel. Coupled with smart 
size adaptation

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

Lightweight making the seat easy
to carry and fit

LIGHT WEIGHT PROTECTION FRAME
Maximum safety thanks to integrated 
steel frame

Three-point belt system with extra- 
wide shoulder belts for a secure seat 
and easy buckling and unbuckling

AUTOMATIC INSTALLATION ASSISTANCE
Cushioned foot plate with automatic 
adjustment to the vehicle seat
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TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter: easily, quickly 
and safely attached to the buggy

Central strap adjustment on bottom of 
seat out of reach of baby’s feet – for 
enhanced comfort when lying down

A CLIP / AIR.SAFE adapter allows 
the CONCORD AIR.SAFE baby 
car seat to be attached to Maxi-Cosi 
anchor points.

Isofix connectors can be extended
and retracted comfortably from the 
front using a handwheel

Easy-operation strap clip

The most lightweight baby carrier of 
its type, with Isofix attachment: weighs 
less than 3 kg, effortlessly carried and 
transferred from car to buggy 
 
Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash 
 
Including infant insert and removable 
pelvic support 
 
Includes sun canopy with UV 50+ 
protec tion, water-repellent and wash- 
able  
 
Optional accessories: Isofix-Base 
AIRFIX for simple, secure in-car 
installation of baby car seat, with 
footrest for additional footing in the 
vehicle

Multifunctional button for easy carrying 
handle adjustment and TS release

3-point belt system for keeping 
the child secure

Simple headrest height adjustment, 
strap adjusts and adapts automatically

AIR.SAFE 
Group: 0+ / Age: up to 18 months / Weight of child: up to 13 kg

Innovative and light 
Two components: protective interior 
construction and strong outer shell 

Innovative side-impact protection 
system

5-point belt system: centrally adjust- 
able, user-friendly

Footrest for additional footing in the 
vehicle, with pressure indicator for 
secure positioning

Isofix system for simple and secure 
installation in the vehicle, Isofix connec- 
tors can be extended and retracted 
comfortably from the front using a 
handwheel

Headrest with height adjust ment to 
6 positions, strap height adapts auto- 
matically

Removable pelvic insert for 
significantly more seat depth for 
larger children (from approx. 9 kg) 
 
Soft, padded covers, easy to 
remove and wash

ABSORBER XT 
Group: I / Age: 9 month up to 4 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 18 kg

ULTIMAX I-SIZE 
i-Size / Height: approx. 40 cm up to 105 cm / Age: approx. 3 month up to approx. 4 years 

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: height- and 
width-adjustable headrest, strap 
adjusts and adapts automatically

5-point belt system for securing 
the child safely

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM: sitting /  
reclining angle adjustable to 5
positions using a lever

Isofix system for simple and secure  
installation in the vehicle, Isofix  
connectors can be extended and  
retracted comfortably from the front  
using a handwheel

Footrest for additional footing in the 
vehicle, with pressure indicator for 
secure positioning

Comfortable legrest

DOUBLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION:  
double-walled safety shells for
a high level of side-impact protection

Extra 3-point strap attachment for 
secure installation in the car

Step and recessed grips give children 
easy access

Extra-long backrest for a long 
service life or for larger children

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
sitting or reclining position can be 
adjusted from the front with one hand,
even when the seat is fitted to face 
backwards

Use and sitting/lying adjustment 
when fitted facing forwards (group I)

Use and sitting/lying adjustment when 
fitted facing backwards (group 0+)

DRIVING
Details
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TRANSFORMER PRO 
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: headrest height 
as well as shoulder protector height and  
width continuously and simultaneously 
adjustable at the touch of a button,  
pneumatically supported

PROTECTOR SYSTEM for particularly 
long service life: seat can be used with 
lightweight impact cushion from the 
age of 9 months to 3 years and without 
impact cushion from the age of 3 to 
12 years

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with 
comfort foam seat cushion

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

Softly padded armrests

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION:  
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM: strap system, simple 
attachment to the Isofix points in 
the vehicle for improved side-impact 
protection

TRANSFORMER XT-PRO 
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

PROTECTOR SYSTEM for particularly 
long service life: seat can be used with 
lightweight impact cushion from the 
age of 9 months to 3 years and without 
impact cushion from the age of 3 to 
12 years

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: height- and 
width-adjustable headrest, strap 
adjusts and adapts automatically

Softly padded armrests

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with 
comfort foam seat cushion

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION:  
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

TWINFIX SYSTEM: simple attachment  
of the seat to the Isofix points in the 
vehicle; TWINFIX connectors extend  
at the touch of a button, pneumatically 
supported by lockable pneumatic 
spring

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM: seat / recliner 
adjustment at the touch of a button, 
pneumatically supported by lockable 
pneumatic spring

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking 
clasp, opens at the press of a button 

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking 
clasp, opens at the press of a button 

TRANSFORMER X-BAG 
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

STEPSIZE SYSTEM: headrest height and 
shoulder protector height and width can 
be precisely adjusted with 20 different 
position settings

Softly padded armrests

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with 
comfort foam seat cushion

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION: 
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM: strap system, simple 
attachment to the Isofix points in the 
vehicle for improved side-impact 
protection

TRANSFORMER T 
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: headrest height as 
well as shoulder protector height and
width continuously and simultaneously  
adjustable at the touch of a button, 
pneumatically supported

Soft, padded armrests

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with 
comfort foam seat cushion

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION:  
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

TWINFIX SYSTEM: strap system, simple 
attachment to the Isofix points in the 
vehicle for improved side-impact 
protection

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking 
clasp, opens at the press of a button

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking 
clasp, opens at the press of a button 

DRIVING
Details
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TRANSFORMER XT 
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: headrest height as 
well as shoulder protector height and
width continuously and simultaneously  
adjustable at the touch of a button, 
pneumatically supported

TWINFIX SYSTEM: simple attachment  
of the seat to the Isofix points in the 
vehicle; TWINFIX connectors extend  
at the touch of a button, pneumatically 
supported by lockable pneumatic 
spring

Soft, padded covers, easy to remove 
and wash

Soft, padded armrests

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with 
comfort foam seat cushion

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION: 
three cushioning layers for optimum 
side-impact protection

PROCOMFORT SYSTEM: seat / recliner 
adjustment at the touch of a button, 
pneumatically supported by lockable 
pneumatic spring

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking 
clasp, opens at the press of a button

DETAILS
Moving

MOVING
Details

CAMINO 
Weight: 13.5 kg / Not including seat unit: 9.5 kg / Dimensions when open: 104 x 60 x 107 cm / Folding dimensions: 69 x 50 x 39 cm

Very large sun canopy can be combined 
with an additional awning to ensure 
optimum protection

Aluminium components for a high- 
quality, stylish look

Long back section can be adjusted into  
the reclining position in a single 
operation

TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter: enables 
the seat and TS components to be 
changed easily and quickly

Buggy and seat can be folded up  
compactly, dimensions when folded: 
L 69 x W 50 x H 39 cm

Cushioning on all wheels to ensure 
a comfortable ride 
 
Large reflectors for good visibility 
in traffic 
 
Seat can be used both in a forward-
and rear-facing position 
 
Straightforward, practical operating 
concept 
 
Includes universal rain cover, which 
can also be used with SLEEPER 2.0, 
SCOUT or SNUG components

Covers are easy to remove and 
washable

Parking brake, easy to operate by foot

Lockable front wheels for riding straight 
and sure, or steering wherever you
want to 

Front wheel suspension for optimised 
ride comfort

Optional additional ventilation with zip 
and integrated mosquito net 

Integrated wind and rain protection for 
the legs 

Strong, lightweight aluminium 
frame 

Height-adjustable carry arm 
with tough silicone handle

Elastomer suspension absorbs 
vibrations and smooth out bumps

Extra-large luggage compartment 
with 20 l volume 

QUICKLOCK SYSTEM for easy 
release of the front wheels

Strongly profiled tyres with good 
abrasion resistance and a stable 
foam core

NEW
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Big sun canopy, foldable, with UV 50+ 
sun protection

Sturdy straps with comfortable handles 
ensure safe carrying

Covers are easy to remove and 
washable 
 
Firm base: stable and at the same 
time flexible 
 
Extremely compact 
dimensions when folded: 
L 48 x W 44 x H 27 cm

Unique: central joint, making 
it compact when folded

The TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter means 
it can be fixed easily, quickly and
securely to the buggy

Covers are easy to remove and 
washable 

Twisting mechanism for simple 
adjustment of back position  
 
Breathable covers and adjustable  
air circulation system maintain a 
comfortable temperature even on 
hot days 
 
Doubly safe: attached with a 3-point 
strap as well as an integrated 
installation system in the vehicle

Compact shape, fully lined with shock- 
and vibration- absorbing material

The TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter
means it can be fitted easily, quickly 
and securely to the buggy

Reinforced honeycomb structure for maxi- 
mum safety in the event of an impact

Easy, single-handed release of the TS 
adapter

SCOUT 
Weight: 4.7 kg / Dimensions when open: 84 x 45 x 56 cm / Folding dimensions: 48 x 44 x 27 cm

SLEEPER 2.0 
Weight: 6.5 kg / Dimensions: 88 x 44 x 37 cm

SNUG 
Weight: 1.4kg / Dimensions: 85 x 35 x 20 cm

Compatible with the CONCORD CAMINO: 
transforms the all-rounder buggy into 
a pram; secured to the chassis by press 
studs 
 
The base insert can be removed to 
transform the soft carrycot into a 
sleeping bag or foot muff 
 
Comfortable mattress, removable 
 
Cover (after removing the lower plate) 
and mattress cover (once the foam core 
is removed) Washable

Zippable head section

Sturdy straps with comfortable handles 
ensure safe carrying

Zips on both sides and press studs on  
the top make it easy to open and take 
the child out

NEO 
Weight: 13.8 kg / Not including seat unit: 10.0 kg / Dimensions when open: 95 x 61 x 110 cm / Folding dimensions: 74 x 61 x 39 cm

QUIX.PLUS 
Weight: 9 kg / Dimensions when open: 77 x 49 x 105 cm / Folding dimensions: 26 x 36 x 102 cm

Extra-large adjustable canopy with UV 
50+ sun protection, water-repellent 
and washable

Ideal seat height for use at table

Adjustable seat inclination

Innovative Y-FRAME front axle

Seat can be used both in a forward- 
and rear-facing position

Parking brake on handle can be 
operated with one hand

TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter: enables   
the seat and TS components to be  
changed easily and quickly

Innovative folding mechanism, 
extremely small dimensions when 
folded: L 74 x W 61 x H 39 cm

Spacious basket

Includes universal rain cover, which 
can also be used with SLEEPER 2.0 
or SCOUT components  

Covers are easy to remove and 
washable

Inclusive removable handle cover for 
mini-vase or small container

Extra-long backrest can be folded out 
to provide a virtually flat lying area

5-point belt system including child lock

Very comfortable legrest, well-upholster- 
ed seating space

Front wheel locking mechanism 
operated by foot

Wheels and rims with a sporty look; 
front wheels can be swivelled and 
locked

Covers are easy to remove and washable 
 
Front bar: for even more comfort 
and safety  
 
Zip for third canopy position and 
extra protection against the sun 
 
Dimensions when folded: 
L 26 x W 36 x H 102 cm

Snap ring on the handle, e.g. for 
fastening keyrings

Handbrake simple to operate and
to be released again

Continuously adjustable seat 
position

Very large luggage rack:  
considerable storage space

Large sun canopy, three-way adjust- 
able, water-repellent and fitted with
UV 50+ sun protection

Height-adjustable carry arm 
with tough silicone handle

Integrated wind and rain protection 
for the legs 

Zip for third canopy position for extra 
protection against the sun

Front wheels with individual suspension

Single wheel suspension with 
double suspension arm

MOVING
Details
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RIO 
Weight: 4.1 kg / Dimensions when open: 76 x 49 x 66 cm / Folding dimensions: 73 x 49 x 20 cm

LIMA 
Weight: 2.3 kg / Dimensions when open: 45 x 31 x 37 cm / Folding dimensions: 48 x 31 x 12 cm

Can be quickly and easily attached 
to any chair

Lap strap to keep the child safe

Seat made of crafted wood

Robust aluminium tubes

High-quality cover, particular soft  
padding and washable 
 
Easily removable tray  

Includes transportation bag
 
Easy to fold up and therefore easy to 
transport, extremely small dimensions 
when folded: L 48 x W 31 x H 12 cm

Toy bar for up to 4 toys

Integrated insert (removable), 
especially soft and comfortable

Carrying straps for easy transport

High-quality cover, particularly soft
padding and washable 
 
Easy to fold and unfold and there-
fore easy to store away, dimensions 
when folded: L 73 x W 49 x H 20 cm

3-position adjustable seat and 
recliner angle

Lap strap to hold your baby 
securely in the rocker

Integrated rocker brake wedge

Anodised aluminium 
tubes

Crafted wood rocker

WALLABEE 
Weight of child: 3.5 kg bis 18 kg / Outer fabric is 100% cotton

Wide shoulder strap with cross-over 
belt guide to ensure optimum weight 
distribution

Neck cuff comfortably supports the 
head

Stable hip strap takes the weight 
off the wearer’s shoulders

By tying the carrying strap, the baby 
carrier attaches to the body well

Outer fabric is 100 % cotton, so soft 
on the skin 
 
Can be worn on the front or the back,
quick and easy to put on 
 
Unisex design, suitable for him and her 
 
Packs up small – ideal for taking away  
with you 
 
 Extra sheet as an additional headrest; 
can be adjusted into 3 positions  
 
Ergonomic design: corresponds to 
the spread-squat sitting position 
recommended by orthopaedic 
specialists

SPIN 
Weight: 6.9 kg / Dimensions when open: 62 – 71 x 51 x 90 – 106 cm / Folding dimensions: 8 x 52 x 59 cm

Extra-high backrest

More spacious seat and back 
made of easy-clean plastic

Central swivel joint makes it 
quick to fold and unfold

Longer footrest; can also be used 
by larger children; folds out

Legs adjustable to 4 heights

Light, stable aluminium frame

Larger tray; integrated within the 
chair, removable and can be stored 
in the back

High-quality cover, particularly soft 
padding and washable 
 
The most compact high chair in 
the world, dimensions when folded: 
L 8 x W 52 x H 59 cm

Integrated lap strap

DETAILS
Living

LIVING
Details
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